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Learning Objectives
•
•
•
•

Better understand building energy, environmental, and lifecycle performance using
Insight as a guide.
Learn how to generate insights with FormIt and Revit and visualize results directly
in the modeling environment.
Learn how to organize and share insights, using real-time cause-and-effect
feedback as your guide.
Discover how Insight offers a fast and easy workflow for generating meaningful
results in your practice.

Description
Architects and engineers must increasingly consider building performance during the design
process, and Insight offers them a beautiful, intuitive platform with centralized access to its
building-energy and environmental-performance data and advanced-analysis engines. Through
robust bidirectional BIM (Building Information Modeling) integration, direct access to leading
analysis tools, and guidance and recommendations from industry benchmarks such as
Architecture 2030 and ASHRAE 90.1, designers can pursue better performance outcomes
throughout the building lifecycle. In this session, we will explore Insight through FormIt Pro and
Revit software. We will explore the automatic analytical model-creation features, take
advantage of cloud computing to consider millions of potential outcomes at once, and share
these insights with the team, all in the name of achieving better outcomes continuously and
consistently, from early targeting and feasibility all the way through to operation.
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Speaker(s)
Aaron Vorwerk is a registered architect, EIT, LEED AP BD+C, and AEC
industry technologist based in Fort Worth, Texas. He advises customers across
North America on AEC project lifecycle strategy and workflows, frequently
speaking on AEC-related topics. He holds graduate degrees in architecture and
engineering (M.Arch, MSCE, BSCE); has acquired 15+ years' worth of industry
experience; and has led BIM transitions in two design firms.
Based in Boston, Ian Molloy is the Sr. Product Line Manager for MEP and
Building Performance Analysis with the Autodesk Building Group. He works
throughout the world with Autodesk business and software development teams,
customers and partners to help the AEC industry make more buildings better
with less financial and environmental cost. He has over 20 years’ experience in
the development and application of software for the modeling, analysis,
simulation and optimization of building systems.
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The Market and Metrics
Across the building industry, owners are occupants alike are increasingly looking at energy
usage (costs/carbon) as a key driver, as opposed to the more traditional focus on indoor
environmental quality (comfort/wellness factors). The commitment of the American Institute of
Architects (AIA) to support the Architecture 2030 Challenge is one concrete example of public
support for energy awareness and the importance of carbon neutrality in the built environment.
Still, preliminary data collected from 2013-’15 on average EUI reduction by AIA 2030
Commitment signatory firms suggests that design professionals have a long way to go before
they’ll realize the goal of ‘net zero’.

FIGURE 1: THE ARCHITECTURE 2030 CHALLENGE

Why is this? The answer is complex, of course. For example, a high-demand, developer-driven
market (as currently exists in parts of the U.S.) will tend towards rapid, inexpensive building
construction that maximizes ROI (with the notable exception of high-end markets that demand
high-quality but sell for a premium). This type of market does not necessarily encourage or
accommodate a primary focus on energy use.
But if we limit the focus of our discussion to the technology used to design buildings, perhaps
we can make some headway. While myriad tools exist for simulating energy performance in
buildings, traditional methods have proven too cumbersome to provide timely, relevant
information to the designer. The result is often that the design team receives analysis results
only after certain critical large-scale or high-level design decisions have been made, and the
opportunity for improvement to the building’s performance is therefore limited to far less
impactful secondary characteristics. Let’s explore this further…
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The Paradigm
The efficacy of a given approach to energy analysis might be measured by its ability to assist
the designer in meeting the client’s acceptance criteria as efficiently, accurately, and
informatively as possible. This is best accomplished if it provides guidance continually, i.e. on
an on-demand, as-needed basis throughout the design process.

FIGURE 2: ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

In her presentation for RTC Europe 2016, Stephanie Egger wrote, “If we only think about the
building’s energy consumption at the end of the design process (top panel, image below), as is
often done, we are very likely to miss performance targets and goals. This is not good, and if
we continue to work like this, we are not going to have any impact on that 40% of global building
energy consumption. What we need to do is start checking project performance in the earliest
stages of the design process (bottom panel). The design decisions we make in those early
stages are the most critical for impacting building energy consumption. Agile energy and
environmental performance is knowing where your project stands early and throughout the
design process. It is using quick and trusted methods to better understand your project’s
performance and using data and results to drive informed decisions.”
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FIGURE 3: ADVANTAGES OF EARLY-STAGE ENERGY ANALYSIS

While traditional energy analysis methods tend to focus on generating the most accurate
analysis possible, this is something of a false premise. An experienced designer may model
building envelopes and systems to a very high degree of accuracy, but it is not possible for that
same designer to accurately predict the weather, building usage over time, etc. The result is an
analysis that is, at best, extremely precise but—by the very nature of the assumptions within it—
inaccurate.
Further, every design decision has an interdependent, progressive effect on all others; the effect
of a single change to a model cannot be considered in isolation from all other variables. This
interdependence also makes it difficult to determine the relative importance of each factor
against all others without running large numbers of simulations. It is simply unfathomable, then,
that a designer might stumble upon the optimal combination of factors for a given design using
hand-picked parameters and a small number of simulations. The numbers are not in their favor!
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FIGURE 4: ACCURACY BY THE NUMBERS

A New Approach
Autodesk Insight introduces a new approach to this problem. Per the Insight blog, the tool
“…empowers architects and integrated teams with centralized access to performance data and
advanced analysis engines. Through robust integration with Revit and FormIt…and direct
access to guidance and recommendations from trusted simulation engines and industry
benchmarks, architects can approach the design process with understanding of the elements
that lead to better building performance outcomes throughout the building lifecycle.”
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What is it, exactly, that makes Insight special? Consider the following:
•

•

•

•

Industry Standard Engines
o Much like traditional energy analysis tools, Insight leverages both DOE-2 and
EnergyPlus to perform calculations.
o Autodesk is one of the largest contributors to the development of these file
formats over the past decade. Most significantly:
 After the acquisitions of Green Building Studio and Ecotect, Autodesk
contributed 15+ enhancements to DOE-2;
 Starting in 2012, Autodesk translated EnergyPlus from FORTRAN to C++
and donated the code back to the DOE;
 In 2014, Autodesk launched EnergyPlus Cloud, a “…high-throughput
simulation service that also used parallelization to speed up individual
runs.” (see this link).
Cloud Computing
o Insight leverages the brute-force cloud computing capabilities referenced above
to run simulations in a fraction of the time of desktop software.
o Years ago, the Green Building Studio web service would accept gbXML files
exported from Revit, and it would analyze a single run to form a baseline for
manually-configured alternatives. In its current form, Insight performs hundreds
of runs at the click of a button from Revit or FormIt Pro, performs regression
analysis to approximate trillions of runs, and leverages machine learning to infer
additional information.
Energy Range
o Insight leverages that tremendous cloud computing power mentioned above to
effectively consider all possibilities at once. What it does with that information is
what makes it so interesting!
o While most tools focus on building the most accurate simulation, but this does
not necessarily provide the most important or useful information to a designer.
o Instead, Insight introduces the concept of an Energy Range based on
contributions from all simulation factors. The Energy Range does two things:
 It is outcome-driven, providing immediate, visual feedback about what
really matters to the building’s performance; and
 It makes it possible for the designer to easily, effectively communicate the
importance of design decisions to the client.
Automated Energy Model Creation
o One of the most powerful features related to Insight is the ability to generate an
energy analytical model automatically. This feature:
 First appeared in Revit 2014, and is also built into FormIt Pro;
 Works with or without Revit rooms or spaces;
 Works with conceptual masses, building elements, or both;
 Works at any level of detail;
 Offers accuracy exceeding industry standards; and
 Provides extremely fast energy analytical model generation (see below).
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FIGURE 5: ENERGY ANALYTICAL MODEL GENERATION TIMES; TRADITIONAL VS. INSIGHT

Indeed, the coupling of robust automatic energy analytical modeling tools with the outcomefocused Energy Range concept give designers using Insight two clear advantages over
traditional tools:
•

Insight effectively removes any barrier to energy analysis, making it easy to achieve
meaningful results; and
Insight provides validated, comprehensive information rapidly, making those results both
relevant and actionable.
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Class Exercises
This section reviews the exercises we undertook during this session.

Exercise 1
Exercise 1, Part 1: Generate Insight with Autodesk Revit (Ex 1.rvt)
1) Observe that the energy analytical model has already been created for you. Click
“Generate” on the Energy Optimization panel to initiate Insight.

2) Select “Use existing Energy Analytical Model”. If you had previously made changes
to your design, you would choose “Update Energy Analytical Model” to analyze those
changes. Click “OK” to dismiss the ensuing confirmation dialog.

3) Your analytical model is now being sent to the cloud. You can revisit this model in your
“All Uncategorized” folder on Insight later. But first, let’s jump into Insight and take a
look at an example that has been previously run and shared with you.
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Exercise 1, Part 2: Generate Insight with Autodesk Revit
1) Locate and click on the “AU 2018” Insight group that has been shared with you. Then
click on the model within that group to open it.

2) Note the energy analytical model is viewable here with the same “Large Model Viewer”
available in other Autodesk products. Also note the selectable Energy Cost Mean / EUI
indicator at the top left corner.

3) Scroll down and click on the “Lighting Efficiency” widget. Adjust the range of interest
and observe the immediate effect of this change on the Energy Cost Mean.
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Exercise 2
Exercise 2, Part 1: Revit Energy Model Walkthrough (Ex 2a.rvt)
Open the model and observe the following:
1) Conceptual masses without mass floors enabled;
2) Conceptual masses with mass floors enabled (intersecting);
3) Walls, floors, roofs, windows, etc. (NO rooms or spaces);
4) Model imperfections, e.g. small gaps between elements.
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Exercise 2, Part 2: Energy Settings (Ex 2a.rvt)
Make the following additional observations:
1) Always use this mode (regardless of what’s in your model);
2) Default resolution values;
3) Perimeter / core zoning disabled;
4) Zero mass glazing;
5) Rooms (or spaces).

Exercise 2, Part 3: Analytical Spaces and Surfaces (Ex 2a.rvt)
Review the Analytical Spaces and Analytical Surfaces schedules in the Revit model. Consider
the following definitions and characteristics:

Analytical spaces

Discrete areas and volumes of air that gain and lose heat with one another and the outside.
• These are automatically identified where room bounding elements are ‘reasonably
enclosed’, e.g. the ‘small gap’ has been ignored.
• No room names where none exist.

Analytical surfaces

Paths of heat transfer between spaces and outside.
• Type, area, orientation, tilt, etc. are automatically determined. These do not need to be
‘watertight’.
• Masses w/o mass floors seen as ‘shades’.
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Exercise 2, Part 4: Glazing Percentage (Ex 2b.rvt)
1) Notice that the massed elements have a Target Percentage Glazing of 40% applied to
them.

2) Change this value, update the energy analytical model (delete and then re-create), and
observe how this change is applied to the analytical surfaces.
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Exercise 2, Part 5: Modify Geometry (Ex 2c.rvt)
1) Add a wall randomly slicing through the building and conceptual elements, as shown
below.

2) Observe that new analytical spaces and surfaces are created. Where the random wall
intersects existing geometry, it is type ‘interior’ where adjacent to analytical spaces, but it
is type ‘shade’ where it falls outside of the building.
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Exercise 2, Part 6: Add Detail (Ex 2d.rvt)
1)
2)
3)
4)

Add a wall by face.
Add a curtain system.
Add a room separator.
Add a room called ‘XYZ’.
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Notice one of the analytical spaces now has a name (no impact on energy, of course, but if
spaces exist, then occupancy, lighting, etc. would all be used). Also notice that architectural
elements such as walls and curtain systems override percentage glazing on masses.
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Exercise 2, Part 7: Increase Resolution (Ex 2e.rvt)
1) Increase the analytical space and surface resolution, as shown.

Note the analytical space is missing here and the resulting analytical surface type ‘shade’
appears in its place; this is because the ‘small gap’ is bigger than the revised space resolution
setting.
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Exercise 2, Part 8: Correct Gaps (Ex 2f.rvt)
1) Close the gap.
a. This can be done by simply closing it, i.e. making a correction to the model
geometry; or
b. If the model has many potential gaps, consider wrapping it in a conceptual mass
with mass floors enabled, as shown here:
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Notice that the analytical surfaces now appear to be correctly defined:

Exercise 2, Part 9: Zoning (Ex 2g.rvt)
1) Set perimeter / core zoning as shown.
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Observe how analytical spaces undergo a further step in ‘discretization’; this is to ensure heat
losses and gains are simulated properly as the sun moves around the building. This is enabled
by default. If anything, Revit is ‘overzealous’ in thermal zoning, which may slow down the
simulation. This is better than too little thermal zoning, which could yield inaccurate results.
As a rule, if you have a massing model and/or large open plan spaces, then leave perimeter
zoning enabled; however, if you have a detailed model with lots of interior walls then you may
disable this to improve model efficiency.
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Exercise 3
Team Exercise: Exploring Autodesk Insight
1) In Insight, return to the “Ex 1” models accessed earlier.

2) Use the “Add Scenario” button to store the baseline model result, and then rename this
scenario from the “Scenarios” menu at left.

3) Now it’s up to you! Here’s the situation:
a. You have been retained by a client to investigate the energy performance of a
proposed building.
b. He has asked you to identify the 5 factors that will most significantly reduce
his energy costs (i.e. optimize only 5 widgets). He’s not interested in
photovoltaics at this time.
c. In the time allotted, see if you can find the most significant factors. Then we’ll
see who achieved the lowest Energy Cost Mean for the client!
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Summary
In this session, we have explored workflows leveraging Autodesk Insight and accessed through
Autodesk Revit. We have used automatic energy analytical model creation features in Revit to
visualize and tweak energy performance characteristics without leaving our favorite design
software. We then took advantage Insight’s parallel cloud computing capabilities generate
multiple 'insights', each represented through a series of widgets allowing us to tweak factors
affecting performance. We were introduced to the concept of an Energy Range—a key
component of Insight’s unique outcome-driven approach to understanding building
performance. Finally, we worked as teams to learn how to organize and share these insights
with project stakeholders, accessing those results from anywhere via a browser, and enabling
all parties to work together towards better outcomes at any project stage.
From here, it’s up to you to make this happen in your practices. We’ve removed the barriers to
access (it’s free). We’ve removed the barriers to energy analytical model creation (it’s
automatic). We’ve removed the barriers to documentation (by generating Revit schedules and
AIA 2030 DDx reports). And we’ve removed the barriers to interpretation (by having Insight
consider all possibilities and provide both numerical and graphical feedback on the importance
of each factor on building performance). So…go for it!

For Further Study
Beyond the scope of this session, we wanted to offer some additional information and a takehome exercise related to the application of Insight to typical workflows. You’ll find the
accompanying datasets in the class folder. Note: These may require a little practice to get
right, but you’re welcome to ping us with questions!

Key Questions to Ask Up Front
1)
2)
a.
b.
c.
3)

What are your analysis goals?
What stage of design or workflow type are you wanting to study?
Integrated
Retrospective
Detailed
What is your modeling preference (“real” vs. analytical)?
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Overview: Integrated Approach
This workflow is undertaken from the earliest stages of design, beginning with conceptual
masses.

Use Cases
•
•

•
•

Early targeting and feasibility studies, including client goals and expectation setting;
Guide key architectural decisions, e.g. massing, orientation, window-to-wall ratio,
shading, and materials;
AIA 2030 DDx submittals; and
gbXML, DOE-2, and EnergyPlus exports.
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INSIGHT GENERATED USING INTEGRATED APPROACH

Workflow
1)
2)
3)
4)

Model simple conceptual masses (including surroundings);
Create levels and enable mass floors (not on surroundings);
Set location;
(optional) Use Dynamo to drive conceptual mass geometry.

5) (optional) Develop conceptual mass form further, e.g. join/cut, voids, etc.;
6) Use Revit’s Wall, Floor, Roof, Curtain System By Face tools;
7) (optional) Reduce Analytical Space and Surface Resolution values for greater energy
analytical model precision;
8) (optional) Use % glazing to represent placeholder glazing for other elevations.
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(For more information on creating an energy analytical model with massing, see Create the
Energy Model: Massing in the Autodesk Revit 2019 Product Help.)

Overview: Retrospective Approach
A similar process to the integrated workflow described above, the retrospective approach differs
in that it uses an existing detailed model as a reference to capture the overall building form with
conceptual massing and levels.

Use Cases
•
•

•

The same use cases outlined for the “integrated” workflow; plus
“BIM settings”, or the addition of detailed components, especially for feature walls and
exterior shading; and
Specifications of space and material thermal properties.
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INSIGHT GENERATED USING RETROSPECTIVE APPROACH

Workflow

1) Create a new Revit model;
2) Copy and paste conceptual massing and levels into the new Revit model;

3) Copy and paste key architectural elements from the detailed model into the conceptual /
massing model to arrive at the desired level of detail.
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(For more information on creating an energy analytical model from architectural elements, see
About Creating Energy Models from Architectural Elements in the Autodesk Revit 2019 Product
Help.)

Overview: Detailed Approach
In this section, we will consider the value of a detailed energy analytical model and complete a
series of steps to prepare a detailed model for analysis.

Use Cases
•
•

The same use cases outlined for the “integrated” and “retrospective” workflows
previously covered.
The detailed approach also serves as a confirmation of the performance of the final
design, especially as it compares to earlier design iterations.
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EVOLUTION OF ENERGY ANALYTICAL MODEL PERFORMANCE FROM MASSING THROUGH DETAILED DESIGN
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Exercise: Detailed Approach

Starting from scratch with and using the entire detailed model, pictured above, we will perform
the following tasks:
•
•
•
•
•

Isolate elements that are used in the creation of the energy model;
Focus the model to minimize processing time;
Identify and resolve any obvious missing elements and large gaps;
Create the energy model and assess its quality; and
Reduce resolution incrementally as needed.
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INSIGHT GENERATED USING DETAILED APPROACH

Step 1

Isolate elements used in the creation of the energy model.
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Step 2

Focus the model to minimize processing time.
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Step 3

Identify and resolve any obvious missing elements and large gaps.
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Step 4a

Create the energy analytical model and assess its quality. (Optional: Make separate views for
Analytical Spaces and Surfaces.)
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Step 4b

Observe where analytical shades exist. They should only be where they make sense, i.e.
where elements protrude from the building volume. If they are present elsewhere, look more
closely for gaps or missing elements and correct them.
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Step 4c

Reduce analytical space and surface resolution incrementally, as needed.

(For more information on working with detailed models for energy analysis, see Create the
Energy Model: Detailed Architectural Model in the Autodesk Revit 2019 Product Help)
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